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ABSTRACT Photovoltaic (PV) panels are increasingly used to convert sunlight into electricity, as a source
of sustainable energy. It can be used in a wide variety of applications ranging from the well-known power
generation to the emerging energy harvesting in Internet of Things (IoT). Hence, an accurate model is
required to evaluate and predict the performance of the PV panel. However, the non-linear characteristics of
PV panels make the modeling of their electrical response a challenging task. In the literature, most of the
previous PV models have been developed for large wattage PVs under high irradiance, or for small wattage
PVs under lower irradiance. Those that can model both usually require more information, including the I-V
curves data at different irradiances, which is not always provided by the manufacturers. Therefore, this paper
presents a simple PV modeling that can be applied for different wattage panels at different operating levels
of irradiance, using only the commonly provided datasheet values at standard test condition (STC). The
model uses the characteristic points translation technique to translate the short circuit current, open circuit
voltage and maximum power voltage points, at STC to other operating conditions. These translated values
are then used by the parameter extraction technique to extract the model’s parameters. The proposed model’s
techniques can model the losses across the resistors at low irradiance, which reduces the error. The accuracy
of the proposed model is validated using two representative commercial PV panels. Results are generated
for the proposed model and other comparative works. The results show that the proposed model can improve
the accuracy over the other compared works, with a consistent percentage difference of below 5% across all
levels of irradiances for both panels.

INDEX TERMS PV panels, characteristic point translation, five parameters, PV modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic (PV) panels are increasingly used to convert the
abundant and freely available sunlight into electrical energy.
Research and development over the years has yielded vast
improvements in their efficiency and lowered their costs,
leading to accelerating deployments. Today, PV panels are
used in many applications. They range from the high-power
industry of energy generation all the way to the low-power
emerging energy harvesting for powering Internet of Things
(IoT) devices. The former addresses the urgent issue of global
warming, caused by the expanding consumption of traditional
fossil fuels [1]. While the latter is a key enabling technology
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for the successful deployment of IoT devices, whose numbers
are expected to be in the billions.

A PV panel is constructed with wafer-based silicon cells
and it can be connected either in series or parallel configura-
tions to yield the desired voltage and current. There is a wide
variety of PV panels, from high to low wattages for different
applications. They also operate across different operating
conditions from high to low irradiances. Furthermore, their
non-linear characteristics make their accurate modeling even
more challenging. Nevertheless, an accurate PVmodel is cru-
cial in assessing the expected electrical response of various
PV panels under any operating conditions, which include
variations in the irradiance.

PV models use an equivalent circuit with a set of param-
eters that describe the behavior of PV panel. Among the PV
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models that have been proposed in the literature [2]–[10], one
diodemodel with two resistors is found to be themost popular
model because the model offers great accuracy yet simple.
One of the benefits of this model is that it incorporates the
parallel resistor, which is used to describe the leakage current.
This model contains a set of five parameters to describe the
PV behavior.

Many studies have proposed methods such as optimiza-
tion and analytical to find the model’s parameters. In these
works [11]–[19], optimization methods are used to extract
the parameters. The drawback of optimizationmethods is that
they require the I-V curve information to allow the algorithm
to find the best fit. The optimization methods also require
setting a range limit for different parameters, which may
vary for different panels. Although this method offers high
accuracy, it is traded off with the model applicability as not
all panel manufacturers provide I-V curve information.

To overcome some of the shortcomings, analytical meth-
ods [20]–[28] are used to extract the parameters directly and
with most of them requiring only datasheet values as input.
The most common values that can be found in the datasheets
are the values of the three characteristic points, which are
short circuit current, open circuit voltage, and maximum
power points. These values are obtained at standard test con-
dition (STC), which refers to, average solar spectrum at an air
mass of 1.5, 1000 W/m2 irradiance, and cell temperature of
25◦C. The analytical method can be applied to almost all PV
panels because it only requires the datasheet values at STC,
which is always provided by the manufacturer. However,
their consistent accuracy across different panel wattages and
irradiances can still be improved.

The analytical method in [20] has proposed a simple yet
accurate parameter extraction technique for one diode model.
Thework uses the PV panel’s maximumpower point to derive
the model’s parameter. As a result, the model’s accuracy is
improved when compared to existing techniques. This work
not only allows the modeling of PV panel at STC but also at
other operating conditions. To achieve that, parameter scaling
technique is implemented to scale the model’s parameters
to different operating conditions. However, the accuracy of
the parameter scaling technique to degrade at low irradiance
levels.

Not only that, the work in [21] has made a comparison
of existing parameter scaling techniques and evaluate their
performances at different irradiance levels. The results show
that most of the techniques have good accuracy at STC con-
dition. But the model’s accuracy varies significantly at low
irradiance levels although most techniques use a similar scal-
ing approach. The work suggests that the parameter scaling
technique should not be the primary technique to model the
PV panel’s behavior at different irradiance levels. In [22],
the work also uses parameter scaling technique to scale the
parameters. An adjustable series resistor is used to increase
the model’s accuracy by fitting the maximum power point
as close as possible to the datasheet value. Yet, the model’s
percentage difference at low irradiance levels is more than 5%

compared to the datasheet values. Therefore, the technique
proposed in these works are not suitable for low irradiance
PV modeling due to the model’s lack of accuracy.

As the parameter scaling technique does not meet the
expected accuracy at low irradiance levels, another analyt-
ical work in [23] uses the values of characteristic points at
specific operating conditions to extract the model’s parame-
ters. Despite that, those values are obtained through exper-
iments as the datasheet gives values only at STC. Thus,
this work is unable to model the behavior of the PV
panels at different irradiance levels without conducting
experiments.

Alternatively, the characteristic points can be obtained
through the translation technique. This technique can trans-
late the datasheet three characteristic points to the specific
operating conditions without requiring experimental values.
The work in [24] has proposed a translation technique that
can achieve high accuracy at high irradiance levels, but it
degrades as the irradiance levels decrease. This is due to the
proposed voltage correction coefficient not able to provide an
accurate translation for the open circuit voltage andmaximum
power voltage.

For the translation work in [25], [26], a new coefficient
named irradiance factor is proposed to improve the tech-
nique’s accuracy. The irradiance factor can predicts the rela-
tionship between irradiance levels and open circuit voltage
accurately. But there is still lack of accuracy on the max-
imum power voltage at low irradiance levels. The error is
more than 5% when compared to the datasheet. An improve-
ment on the maximum power voltage translation has been
made in the following work [27]. The work can translate
the maximum power voltage accurately by using the ini-
tial series resistor to define the relationship between irra-
diance levels and maximum power voltage. However, the
open circuit voltage translation proposed in this work is not
accurate.

The parameters extraction and characteristic points trans-
lation techniques are very important for creating an accurate
PV model. As discussed previously, the work in [20] offers a
simple yet accurate parameter extraction technique compared
to other works, but the accuracy degrades at low irradiance.
Hence, the translation techniques in [25]–[27] are required
to increase the accuracy of three characteristic points at low
irradiance levels. With the combination of these techniques,
themodel canmodel the behavior of PV panel at all irradiance
levels. Moreover, the proposed model can also model high
and lowwattage panels at different operating irradiance levels
using only datasheet values at STC.

Following is the organization of the paper. One diode
model with two resistors is presented in detail in Section II.
Section III provides the one diodemodel parameter extraction
technique at STC. Section IV discusses about the parame-
ter scaling technique while Section V introduces the char-
acteristic points translation technique. In Section VI, the
results of different translation techniques are presented while
Section VII concludes the paper.
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FIGURE 1. One diode model with two resistors.

II. ONE DIODE MODEL WITH TWO RESISTORS
The equivalent circuit of one diode model with two resistors
is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit consists of photocurrent source,
Iph, the series resistor,Rs, the parallel resistor,Rp, and a diode.
With reference to Fig. 1, the output current, I can be expressed
as below by applying Kirchhoff’s current law:

I = Iph − Id −
V + IRs
Rp

(1)

where Id is the diode current and V is the voltage. The
diode current can be further expressed by the Shockley diode
equation which is described as follow:

Id = Io

[
exp

(
q(V + IRs)
NsakT

)
− 1

]
(2)

By substituting (2) into (1), the model’s output current
equation is described as:

I = Iph − Io

[
exp

(
q(V + IRs)
NsakT

)
− 1

]
−
V + IRs
Rp

(3)

where Io is the diode’s saturation current, q is the electron
charge, Ns is the number of series-connected of PV cells, a is
the diode’s ideality factor, k is the Boltzmann constant and T
is the temperature.

III. PARAMETER EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE AT STC
The model consists of five parameters Iph, Io, a, Rs, and
Rp which can be obtained through the parameter extraction
technique proposed in work [20]. Firstly, the model’s output
current using (3) is evaluated at different operating conditions
such as open circuit, short circuit, and maximum power.

At open circuit condition, V = Voc and I = 0. Therefore,

0 = Iph − Io

[
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
− 1

]
−
Voc
Rp

(4)

At short circuit condition, V = 0 and I = Isc. Therefore,

Isc = Iph − Io

[
exp

(
qRsIsc
NsakT

)
− 1

]
−
RsIsc
Rp

(5)

At maximum power condition, V = Vm and I = Im.
Therefore,

Im= Iph−Io

[
exp

(
q(Vm+ImRs)

NsakT

)
− 1

]
−
Vm + ImRs

Rp
(6)

where Isc is the short circuit current, Im is themaximumpower
current,Voc is the open circuit voltage andVm is themaximum
power voltage. By rearranging (4), the Iph is given by:

Iph = Io

[
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
− 1

]
+
Voc
Rp

(7)

By substituting (7) into (5), the Io is written as:

Isc = Io

[
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
− 1

]
+
Voc
Rp
− Io

[
exp

(
qRsIsc
NsakT

)
− 1

]
−
RsIsc
Rp

(8)

Simplifying the above equation:

Isc= Io

[
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
−exp

(
qRsIsc
NsakT

)]
+
Voc−RsIsc

Rp
(9)

The term exp(qRsIsc/NsakT) can be neglected due to its
insignificant value compared to exp(qVoc/NsakT). By rear-
ranging (9), Io is written as:

Io =
(
Isc −

Voc − IscRs
Rp

)
exp

(
−

qVoc
aNskT

)
(10)

In order to get a more accurate expression for the parameter
Rs and Rp, the work [20] proposed to include the number
of parallel-connected PV cells, Np in (3). Hence the new
equation for the model’s output current is:

I
Np
= Iph − Io

[
exp

(
q(VNp + IRsNs)

NpNsakT

)
− 1

]
−
VNp + IRsNs
NpNsRp

(11)

To derive Rs, the term (VNp + IRsNs)/(NpNsRp) can be
neglected as the current flow across the parallel resistor
is small. Then, the equation is evaluated at short circuit
condition:

Isc
Np
= Iph − Io

[
exp

(
q(IscRs)
NpakT

)
− 1

]
(12)

and open circuit condition:

0 = Iph − Io

[
exp

(
q(Voc)
NsakT

)
− 1

]
(13)

By rearranging (12) and (13), a new expression of Iph and Io
are derived and substituted into (11).The equation is written
in (14).

I =
Isc
[
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
− 1

]
[
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
− exp

(
qIscRs
NpakT

)]
−

Isc
[
exp

(
q(VNp+IRsNs)
NpNsakT

)
− 1

]
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
− exp

(
qIscRs
NpakT

) (14)

To simplify (14), the term exp(qIscRs/NpakT) is assumed
equal to one. This is because the value of a and T does not
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significantly affect the overall term. Therefore, the simplified
model’s output current is shown:

I ' Isc −
Isc
[
exp

(
q(VNp+IRsNs)
NpNsakT

)
− 1

]
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
− 1

(15)

Evaluating (15) on the maximum power condition,
the expression of Rs can be deduced as:

Rs =
akTNp
qIm

ln
[
exp

(
qVoc
akTNs

)
−
Im
Isc

{
exp

(
qVoc
akTNs

)}]
−
VmNp
ImNs

(16)

On the other hand, the expression for Rp can be derived
from the derivative of current with respect to voltage at
maximum power point:(

dI
dV

)
|MPP = −

Im
Vm

(17)

To obtain the model’s output current expression, (11) is
evaluated at short circuit conditions:

Isc
Np
= Iph − Io

[
exp

(
q(IscRs)
NpakT

)
− 1

]
−
IscRs
NpRp

(18)

and open circuit conditions:

0 = Iph − Io

[
exp

(
qVoc
NsakT

)
− 1

]
−

Voc
NsRp

(19)

By rearranging (18) and (19), a new expression of Iph
and Io are derived and substituted into (11). The equation is
written in (20). Substituting the derivative of (20), as shown
at the bottom of the page, into (17), the expression of Rp
is shown in (21), at the bottom of the page. For the value
of parameter a, the work [20] proposed to increase its value
from 0 until Rp reaches its minimum positive value. After the
five parameters’ values have been found, the Rs value can be
increased to fit themaximumpower point as close as possible,
to the desired accuracy. Hence, the model’s accuracy can be
increased by using this technique

IV. PARAMETER SCALING TECHNIQUE
However, the parameters extracted at STC cannot be used
to perform PV modeling at other operating conditions. This
is because factors such as irradiance and temperature can
affect the parameters and change the model’s behavior. In the
works [12] and [29]–[32], parameter scaling technique is used

to scale the model parameters from STC to other operating
conditions. The five equations are shown below:

Iph =
G

GSTC
[Isc,STC + αIsc(T − TSTC )] (22)

Io = Io,STC

(
T

TSTC

)3

exp
(
1
k

[
Eg,STC
TSTC

−
Eg
T

])
(23)

a = aSTC

(
T

TSTC

)
(24)

Rs = Rs,STC

(
T

TSTC

)[
1− βVoc ln

G
GSTC

]
(25)

Rp = Rp,STC
GSTC
G

(26)

where GSTC , Isc,STC , TSTC , Io,STC , aSTC , Rs,STC and Rp,STC
are irradiance, short circuit current, temperature, diode sat-
uration current, diode’s ideality factor, series resistor and
parallel resistor extracted at standard test condition. WhileG,
T , Iph, Io, a, Rs and Rp are irradiance, short circuit current,
temperature, diode saturation current, diode’s ideality factor,
series resistor and parallel resistor scaled at the specific oper-
ating condition. αIsc is the current temperature coefficient and
βVoc is the voltage temperature coefficient of the PV panel.
Eg,STC is the material band gap energy where it is equal to
1.121eV for silicon cells.

According to [33], the photocurrent, Iph changes linearly
with solar irradiance, and it is also affected by the operat-
ing temperature. However, the work in [34] has suggested
improvising the irradiance, G to effective irradiance instead,
as there are reflectance losses that may occur on the PV
panel’s surface. The diode’s saturation current Io changes its
values based on the diode theory, and a parameter is described
as being proportional to the cell temperature based on the
experiment [29]. Not only that, the series resistor Rs, plays a
critical role in PV modeling as it determines the slope of I-V
curve near the maximum power point. Therefore, the work
in [29] and [35] proposed to decrease the value of Rs as
the irradiance decreases. Nevertheless, the accuracy of Rs
given by this equation at much lower irradiances can still be
improved.

On the other hand, the parallel resistor’s Rp value will
affect the slope of the I-V curve near the short circuit current.
An experiment has been conducted by the NIST (National
Institute of Standard and Technology) to investigate the
slope. Results show that the value of Rp increases when the

I =
NsIsc

(
Rp + Rs

)
− NpV + NsIRs

NsRp
−

(
NsIsc

(
Rp + Rs

)
− NpVoc

) (
exp

{
q(NpV+NsIRs)

akTNsNp

}
− 1

)
NsRp

(
exp

{
qVoc
akTNs

}
− 1

) (20)

Rp =
[[NsIscRs − NpVoc][exp(

q(NpVm+NsImRs)
(akTNsNp))

)]q+ akTNsNp[exp
(qVoc)
(akTNs))

− 1]]

([N 2ImakTNp(exp(
(qVoc)
(akTNs)

)−1])
(VmNp−NsImRs)

− [exp( (q(NpVm+NsImRs)akTNsNp
)]qNsIsc

(21)
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irradiance decreases. It is also can be expressed as inversely
proportional to the irradiance level.

To validate this technique, an experiment [21] has been
conducted and tested with commercially available PV panels.
Results show that most I-V curves can achieve good accuracy
at high irradiance levels, where the three characteristic points
are very close to the experiment value. However, the accuracy
starts to decrease when the parameters are scaled to lower
irradiance.

V. CHARACTERISTIC POINTS TRANSLATION TECHNIQUE
As discussed in the previous section, there is lack of accuracy
in parameter scaling technique at low irradiance levels. Thus,
there is a need of an alternative technique to model the behav-
ior at different operating conditions. Translation technique is
chosen in this work as it requires only datasheet values to
obtain the characteristic points values at different operating
conditions. Below are the four equations proposed:

Isc = Isc,STC

(
G

GSTC

)
[1+ αIsc(T − TSTC )] (27)

Imp = Imp,STC

(
G

GSTC

)
[1+ αIsc(T − TSTC )] (28)

Voc = δVoc,STC
T

TSTC
ln
(

G
GSTC

)
+Voc,STC (1+ βVoc (T − TSTC )) (29)

Vmp = Vmp,STC + [δVoc,STC
T

TSTC
ln
(

G
GSTC

)
+Voc,STC (1+ βVoc (T − TSTC ))− Voc,STC ]

+Rs0

(
Imp,STC−Imp,STC

G
GSTC

[1+αIsc(T−TSTC )]
)

(30)

Many of the existing works [36]–[40] show that the short
circuit current and maximum power current of the PV panel
changes proportionally to the irradiance and temperature.
Moreover, the proposed translation of open circuit voltage
also can be seen in the works [25], [26]. The translation uses
the irradiance factor, δ to increase the translation’s accuracy
and it can be derived by using datasheet values shown in (31).

δ =
a
Voc
=

1− βVocTSTC
50.1− αIscTSTC

(31)

On the other hand, the translation of maximum power volt-
age also can be found in the work [27]. Initial series resistor,
Rs0 is used to model the losses across the series resistor
which helps to increase the translation’s accuracy. The initial
series resistor is shown in (32), and it can be found using
datasheet values too. By using these four proposed translation
equations, the three characteristic points can be translated to
other operating conditions by using only datasheet values.

Rs0 =

Vmp +
(Imp(Voc−Vmp))

(Isc−Imp)
(
ln
(
1−

Imp
Isc

))
Imp +

I2mp

(Isc−Imp)
(
ln
(
1−

Imp
Isc

)) (32)

Next, some of the works have different translation equa-
tions for the open circuit voltage and maximum power volt-
age. This is because the voltage did not have the same
response as the current. The works in [24] and [27] have
proposed an equation for the open circuit voltage. The output
current equation of the one diode model is evaluated at the
open circuit condition and rearranged in (33). By substituting
the parameter scaling from (22) and the Io equation in (34)
into (33), the translation of the open circuit voltage is shown
in (35).

Voc =
NsakT
q

ln
(
1+

Iph
Io

)
(33)

Io =
Iph + αIsc(T − TSTC )

exp
(
q(Voc+βVoc(T−TSTC ))

NsakT

)
− 1

(34)

Voc = Voc,STC (1+βVoc(T−TSTC ))+Vth ln
(

G
GSTC

)
(35)

where Vth = (aNskT/q), is the thermal voltage of the PV
panel. As there is an unknown diode ideality factor, a param-
eter in the thermal voltage, the work [41] proposed to use the
nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) that is provided
in the datasheet to derive the parameter value. The expression
of a is given as follows:

a =
q(Voc,NOCT − Voc,STC − βVoc(T − TSTC ))

NskT ln
(

G
GSTC

) (36)

The translation requires the open circuit voltage at NOCT,
which is at 800W/m2 irradiance and the ambient temperature
of 20 ◦C. However, most manufacturers did not provide the
values at NOCT as it is seldom used. Therefore, the work
in [28] proposed to set the value of a equal to 1, for simplicity.

Another work, [26] also proposed a translation technique
for the open circuit voltage. The new equation for Iph is shown
in (37).

Iph = Io

(
exp

(
Voc
a

))
(37)

In order to obtain the translation for open circuit voltage,
the parameter scaling from (22), (23) and (24) are required.
By substituting them into (37), the translation is described as:

Voc = a
T

TSTC
ln
(

G
GSTC

)
+ a

(
T

TSTC

)

× ln

 Iph(1+ αIsc(T − TSTC ))
Io
(

T
TSTC

)3
e
47.1

(
1− TSTC

T

)
 (38)

To simplify (38), the second term can be approximately
represented as the temperature dependency of the open circuit
voltage as shown in (29). Compared to the works in [27], [28]
and [42], irradiance factor, δ in (29) is proposed to improve
the accuracy of the open circuit voltage. The a parameter
is replaced by δ coefficient as it only requires datasheet
values such as current and voltage temperature coefficient.
To obtain the δ coefficient, the work uses (37) to evaluate
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operating conditions at 1000 W/m2 irradiance and arbitrary
temperature. By using the parameter scaling from (22), (23),
(24) and (35) into (37) and defined as:

(1+ αIsc(T − TSTC ))Iph

= Io,STC

(
T

TSTC

)3

exp
(
1
k

[
Eg,STC
TSTC

−
Eg
T

])
× exp

(
(1+ βVoc (T − TSTC ))Voc

a T
TSTC

)
(39)

To simplify (39), some modifications are applied to the
equation, using (40) and (41):

T
TSTC

=
T − TSTC
TSTC

+ 1 (40)

1
k

[
Eg,STC
TSTC

−
Eg
T

]
= 47.1

(
1Tc

1Tc + TSTC

)
(41)

where (41) is obtained using the equation of energy band gap
of silicon, Eg = Eg,STC (1-0.0002677(T-TSTC )), the constant
values Eg,STC = 1.7958 x10−19 J, k = 1.381 x10−23 J/K and
1Tc = T -TSTC . After substituting (40) and (41) into (39),
a new equation in terms Voc is shown below:

a
Voc
=

[1− βVocTSTC ]
[f (1T )+ 47.1]

(42)

f (1T ) =
(

TSTC
T − TSTC

+ 1
)
ln


(
T−TSTC
TSTC

+1
)3

1+ αIsc (T − TSTC )

 (43)

The term f (1T ) varies in a limited range under arbitrary
temperature formultiple PV panels as presented in [26]. Since
the term f (1T ) is not defined in (T −Tstc = 0), therefore the
corresponding limit is evaluated as follows:

lim
1T→0

f (1T ) = lim
1T→0

(
TSTC

T − TSTC
+ 1

)

× ln


(
T−TSTC
TSTC

+ 1
)3

1+ αIsc (T − TSTC )

 (44)

By solving (44), two equations, as shown in (45) and (46),
and are substituted into (42) to form (31).

3 ln

 lim
1Tc→0

(
T − TSTC
TSTC

+1
) TSTC

T−TSTC

 = 3 ln(e1)=3 (45)

ln
[

lim
1Tc→0

(1+αIsc (T−TSTC ))
TSTC

T−TSTC

]
= ln

(
eαIscTSTC

)
= αIscTSTC (46)

For the maximum power voltage translation, the works
in [24] and [42] proposed that it has the similar response as
the open circuit voltage. However, this translation may not be
implementable if the manufacturer did not provide the NOCT
values, on which the Vth is derived from.

Vmp=Vmp,STC (1+βVoc (T−TSTC ))+Vth ln
(

G
GSTC

)
(47)

On the other hand, the work in [27] proposed an alternative
translation for the maximum power voltage, as follows:

Vmp=Vmp,STC+
[
Voc−Voc,STC

]
+Rs0

(
Imp,STC − Imp

)
(48)

By replacing the translated open circuit voltage in (48)
with (29) and the translated maximum power current in (28),
the equation for maximum power voltage is (30). However,
the value of initial series resistor Rs0 is unknown. The method
proposed in [27] uses (3) to find its value. If an I-V curve has
a slope that is almost zero at short circuit, then the value of
parallel resistor Rp can be assumed as infinite. Hence, the last
term in (3) can be ignored and by replacing Iph with Isc,
the equation will become:

I = Isc − Io

(
exp

(
q(V + IRs)
NsakT

)
− 1

)
(49)

When the PV model is in open circuit condition, (49) is
solved as follows:

ln
(
Isc
Io
+ 1

)
Voc

=
q

NsakT
(50)

By substituting (50) into (49), (51) is formed.

I = Isc

1− Io
Isc

exp

 ln
(
Isc
Io
+ 1

)
(V + IRs)

Voc

− 1


(51)

To simplify (51), a new coefficient is introduced where
z = Isc/Io. Hence, the new current output equation is shown
in (52).

I = Isc
[
1−

{
z
(V+IRs)
Voc

−1
}]

(52)

By evaluating (52) at maximum power conditions,
the coefficient z can be solved as (53) and the derivative can
be solved as (54).

z =
(
1−

Imp
Isc

) 1
Vmp+ImpRs

Voc
−1

(53)

−
Imp
Vmp
= −Isc

1+ Rs
(
−

Imp
Vmp

)
Voc

z
Vmp+ImpRs

Voc
−1 ln z (54)

To obtain the value of Rs0, (53) is substituted into (54) and
the expression is (32).

Multiple types of voltage translation equations proposed
from different works are discussed. The open circuit volt-
age [26] and maximum power voltage [27] give a direct
translation using only datasheet values which is very con-
venient. Therefore, the equations from (27), (28), (29), (30),
(31) and (32) are implemented in this work to translate the
characteristic points from STC to other operating conditions.

After obtaining the translated characteristic points, these
values will be used to extract the model’s parameters and the
procedures are shown in Fig. 2. Newton Raphson method is
used to generate the model’s I-V curve. The model’s values
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FIGURE 2. PV modeling flowchart.

Im, Vm, Isc and Voc are obtained and compared with the
datasheet values from 200 to 1000W/m2. If the values did not
meet the accuracy, the value of parameter Rs will be increased
to fit the maximum power point as close as possible.

Not only that, the proposed model also has a different
and novel approach when compared to the other works in
the literature. The latter implements the parameter extrac-
tion technique first to find the model’s parameter at STC.
This is followed by the parameter scaling/translation tech-
nique for other operating conditions. However, this results
in decreased accuracy at low irradiance levels, due to the
limitations of the latter technique. In contrast, the novelty
of the proposed model comes from by implementing the
best translation technique first to find the three characteristic
points at different irradiance levels. Then, it is combined with
the parameter extraction technique, which include the itera-
tively determined Rs value. At each iteration, the Rs value is
increased during the parameter extraction technique process
so that the corresponding I-V curve’s maximum power point
is as close as possible to the translated characteristic points.
Hence, the order and combination of both the translation and
parameter extraction techniques, are expected to improve the
model’s accuracy, especially at low irradiance levels.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two commercial PV panels, KC200GT (200 Watts) and
CNPV-5M (5Watts) are used for the evaluation of themodels.
The KC200GT is chosen to represent the high power appli-
cation in power generation [43], [44], while CNPV5M can
represent the low power application such as IoT [45]–[48].
The values of three characteristic points between the model
and datasheet are compared. The main reason for choosing

TABLE 1. Pv panels datasheet specifications.

these PV panels is that the manufacturer has provided the
I-V curves for 1000, 800, 600, 400 and 200 W/m2 in the
datasheet. However, these information were only provided
at 25◦C. Therefore, the results can only be compared at this
temperature. To obtain the accurate values from the datasheet
I-V curves, the GRABIT function from MATLAB is used.
The specifications of both panels are summarized in Table 1.

Few works such as Al-Wahed and Abdullateef [24],
Batzelis [26], and Ghandi et al. [27] are used for compar-
ison with the proposed model. Both Wahed and Ghandi’s
works have implemented the parameter extraction technique
and characteristic points translation similar to the proposed
model. However, Batzelis did not implement the parameter
extraction technique due to the complexity involved in the
modeling process. Hence, Batzelis improvised the character-
istic point translation technique to give a simple and straight-
forward voltage equation. In contrast, this improvisation
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of I-V curve obtained from different methods with datasheet values at 1000 W/m2. (a) KC200GT (b) CNPV-5M.

FIGURE 4. Comparison of I-V curve obtained from different methods with datasheet values at 800 W/m2. (a) KC200GT (b) CNPV-5M.

drawback is that the technique can only provide the three
characteristic points, rather than the entire I-V curve.

The results of the proposed model and discussed works are
shown in Figs. 3-7. Fig. 3 shows the I-V curves generated
from both panels at 1000 W/m2 irradiance level. Most of the
works fit very closely to the datasheet although Ghandi has a
little overshoot at the open circuit voltage for 200 W panel.
The overshoot is acceptable, as the percentage difference
did not exceed 5% when compared to the datasheet values.
However, as the irradiance level reduces, the accuracy of
these works start to degrade. For example, at 800 W/m2 for
5 W panel, Ghandi’s technique has overshoot the open circuit
voltage by more than 5%. The I-V curves of the other works
also start to diverge after the maximum power point. Nev-
ertheless, with Batzelis’ improvised translation technique,
the three characteristic points’ values show a good fit with
the datasheet.

At 600 W/m2, the discussed works’ I-V curves for both
panels did not differ significantly as they are able to provide

results that are close to the datasheet values. While at
400 W/m2, Wahed has generated an undershoot in the I-V
curve for the 200 W panel where the maximum power point
and open circuit voltage differ from the datasheet values.
Nevertheless, the undershoot still falls below 5% difference.
For the 5 W panel, Ghandi and the proposed model’s I-V
curves are very close to the datasheet I-V curve, from the
short circuit point until the maximum power point. On the
other hand, Wahed has a better match on the open circuit
voltage while Batzelis’ accuracy suffers at the maximum
power voltage.

At 200 W/m2, the I-V curves generated for both panels
show that Wahed is not able to predict the PV behaviour
accurately at low light conditions. Moreover, Batzelis also
faced difficulties at low light conditions where the maximum
power point is not accurate, especially for the 5 W panel.
Similarly, Ghandi’s I-V curve has exceeded the limit of 5%.
It is important to note that the proposed model can accurately
match the I-V curves at all irradiances for both panels.
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of I-V curve obtained from different methods with datasheet values at 600 W/m2. (a) KC200GT (b) CNPV-5M.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of I-V curve obtained from different methods with datasheet values at 400 W/m2. (a) KC200GT (b) CNPV-5M.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of I-V curve obtained from different methods with datasheet values at 200 W/m2. (a) KC200GT (b) CNPV-5M.
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TABLE 2. KC200GT Pv panels data comparison.

The value of three characteristics points of both panels
obtained from datasheets and the discussed works are shown
in Table 2 and Table 3. At 1000 W/m2 irradiance level,
the discussed works can achieve a low percentage difference
for both panels. Only Wahed has a slightly higher percentage
difference of 2.660% for the 200 W panel. However, higher
percentage errors are generated for the 5 W panel as the
irradiance level decreases. At 800 W/m2, Table 3 shows that
Wahed has generated a percentage difference of 5.603% on
the maximum power current. It can also be noted that, Ghandi
has generated a percentage difference of 7.444% on the open
circuit voltage, which is more than 4 times when compared
to the proposed model’s 1.655%.

Starting from 600 W/m2, Batzelis has difficulties in accu-
rately modeling the maximum power voltage for the 5 W
panel. For example, Batzelis has a percentage difference
of 5.788% due to the irradiance factor of maximum power
voltage used in the translation technique. The irradiance
factor uses the Lambert function and parameter scaling tech-
nique to translate the maximum power voltage when the irra-
diance level changes. However, some ideal state of condition
assumptions are made to simplify the process. Therefore,
the irradiance factor is unable to model the losses across the
resistor accurately at low irradiance levels.

At 400 W/m2, Ghandi and Batzelis have generated inac-
curate maximum power voltage and open circuit voltage for
the 5 W panel. Ghandi used an iterative thermal voltage to
translate the open circuit voltage. By applying it iteratively,
it tries to fit the characteristic point as close as possible to
the datasheet. Although its accuracy is acceptable for the
200 W panel at the same irradiance level, but the accuracy
degrades for the 5 W panel, which is at 5.170%. This is
because the iterative process is unable to provide an accurate
fit for low wattage panels with a low number of PV cells.
Moreover, it can be noted that Batzelis’ accuracy for the
maximum power voltage continues to suffer, with an even
higher difference of 8.039%, due to the irradiance factor
mentioned previously. In comparison, the proposed model
provided a significant 3-fold improvement with 2.377%.

A similar situation also happened at 200W/m2, wheremost
of the works are unable to translate the characteristic points
accurately. The translation technique proposed by Batzelis
has a 17.228% difference on maximum power voltage and
6.970% difference on the open circuit voltage for the 5 W
panel. It can be generally observed that Batzelis’ performance
is inferior for the lower wattage panel. Ghandi is better but
also has a 5.934% difference on the open circuit voltage for
the 5 W panel. Although Wahed’s iterative thermal voltage
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TABLE 3. CNPV-5M Pv panels data comparison.

can accurately translate most of the characteristic points at
high irradiance levels, but the percentage difference at low
irradiance for both panels is relatively high. The results show
a 9.931% and 9.828% differences on the maximum power
voltages, and 5.580% difference on the open circuit voltage.
On the other hand, the proposed model results showed dif-
ferences of only 1.676% and 1.130%, which is a significant
improvement of several folds.

The results in Table 2 and 3 show that the proposed model
can consistently achieve an overall lower percentage differ-
ence when compared to other works at different irradiance
levels. The highest percentage difference generated is 4.237%
on the open circuit voltage for the 5 W panel, which is
still acceptable as it is still below 5%. The proposed model
achieves this by combining the best features from Fahad’s
parameter extraction technique and selective translation tech-
niques from Batzelis and Ghandi. The improved accuracy of
the proposed model results over the compared works high-
lights its importance and contribution.

Based on the discussion of the other works’ performance,
it can be summarized that Batzelis has the highest percent-
age difference for the 5 W panel’s maximum power volt-
age due to limitations of the irradiance factor. On the other

hand, Ghandi also struggles to provide an accurate open
circuit voltage due to the iterative thermal voltage. Therefore,
the improved accuracy of the proposed model is due to the
use of translation techniques for open circuit voltage from
Batzelis and maximum power voltage from Ghandi. Batzelis
uses the datasheet’s temperature coefficient to predict the
behavior of open circuit voltage, which is better than Ghandi
and Wahed’s iterative thermal voltage. Furthermore, Ghandi
also uses the initial series resistor to model the losses at
different irradiance levels, which reduces the errors during the
translation, especially for the maximum power voltage. All of
these works use the same translation for short circuit current
and maximum power current. Hence, the observed minimal
differences among them.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, one diode with two resistors PV model with
improved characteristic points translation and parameter
extraction techniques has been presented. The inputs in both
characteristic point translation and parameter extraction tech-
niques are based on datasheet values, which is analytical
and simple. Then, the proposed model was compared with
datasheet values and few similar works to verify its accuracy.
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Results show that the proposed model can achieve a consis-
tently higher accuracy, with a percentage difference of less
than 5% at all irradiance levels for both PV panels. Although
other works can achieve a lower percentage difference, but
their accuracy lacks consistency for both panels at all irradi-
ance levels. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed
model can model the PV behavior at different irradiance
levels for high and low wattage panels, at a consistently
high level of accuracy. The investigation of the proposed
model at different temperatures and with two diode model
are interesting directions for future works.
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